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About this Survey

While we appreciate the support of our sponsor, we also greatly value our objectivity
and independence as a non-profit industry association. The results of the survey and the
market commentary made in this report are independent of any bias from the vendor
community.
The survey was taken using a web-based tool collecting responses from 289 individual
members of the AIIM community conducted between May 19th, 2017 and June
9th, 2017. Invitations to take the survey were sent via e-mail to a selection of the AIIM
community members and through various social media outlets. Survey demographics
can be found in Appendix 1.
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AIIM has been an advocate and supporter of information professionals
for nearly 70 years. The association mission is to ensure that information
professionals understand the current and future challenges of managing
information assets in an era of social, mobile, cloud and big data. AIIM
builds on a strong heritage of research and member service. Today, AIIM
is a global, non-profit organization that provides independent research,
education, and certification programs to information professionals. AIIM
represents the entire information management community: practitioners,
technology suppliers, integrators, and consultants. AIIM runs a series of
training programs, which can be found at http://www.aiim.org/Training.
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Introduction
Have you felt it?
Have you felt it? Gartner’s bombshell decision to “retire” the term “ECM” and
replace it with “Content Services” is still sending shockwaves across industry
fault lines.
To close out 2016, Gartner read last rites to the collective practice of
enterprise content management (ECM) and began to usher in a new era of
Content Services. In Gartner’s view, by 2020, “Content Services applications
will replace traditional enterprise content management suites in a quarter of
large enterprises.”4

“The death of ECM is the most significant
change to the information management
rollcall in a decade...”
The death of ECM is the most significant change to the information
management rollcall in a decade—it’s an earthquake of an
announcement; organizations and information professionals can’t ignore the
blaring emergency whistles: Is ECM dead? What is Content Services? How
do we profit in this new generation of information management, and what
is the relevance of the terms “content”, “information”, or “data” in 2017 and
beyond?
Over the past few months, the search for answers has led analyst firms to
draw their lines in the sand:
Gartner positioned its Content Services framework to provide a center
mass for “more integrated discussion and classification of technical
solutions across all the options that exist in today’s evolving content delivery
environment.”
Forrester riffs on “Content Services,” splitting the market into two parts —
1) Transactional Content Services and 2) Business Content Services, with the
former most closely aligning to “traditional” ECM.
AIIM also presented our opinion on the matter. AIIM Chief Evangelist and
resident thought leader, John Mancini’s latest eBook, “The Next Wave:
Moving from ECM to Intelligent Information Management (IIM)” finds both
the terms—Content Services and ECM—unfit to encapsulate the “morphed”
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information landscape, and lays out a roadmap for the next generation
of information management. Familiar stops on the journey include many
nuanced flavors of intelligent information management solutions, a
heightened focus on intelligent metadata, making the most of legacy
investments, and a holistic transformation effort from the top-down (C-level)
and bottom-up (content and records practitioners).

“What does the death of ECM and rise of
whatever-comes-next mean for people
working with content today?”
Adding to the discussion, countless blogs have sounded off on the ECM
obituary, providing a keen sense of how analysts and the supplier community
understand the disruption next generation information management has
caused. But what about information professionals—actual users? What do end
users plan to call it? Is it still ECM? Is it Content Services? Is it IIM? What does the
death of ECM and rise of whatever-comes-next mean in the context of people
working with content today?
Polling 289 members of the AIIM community, we mined opinions to find out
how end users understand, sense, and define next generation information
management. How does this new information management paradigm fit with
existing information management systems, information governance policies,
current capabilities, and future plans?
In this eBook we set out to demystify the next generation of information
management and outline a community definition that speaks in practical
business terms that are most relevant to end users.
Core to this definition we must answer several important questions:

n

What is Content in 2017?

n

Is ECM still relevant?

n

What does next generation information
management mean for my organization?

n

What information management capabilities
are essential?

n

And what are the next steps?
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We see this tilt in the market playing out among the end user
community and changing how people think and talk about information
management. Recent AIIM research finds that 73% agree to strongly
agree that there is no denying it: we live in a multi-repository world, and
by extension, the indication is that information management strategies
need to shift to keep pace with the new reality. This inference is supported
by 73% of organizations who agree that the future is embedded, core
content management capabilities, as well as the 56% who report that
they are primarily driven to information management solutions by the
need for heightened integration. (Figure 1)

The Centralized ECM Platform is a
Dream –Time to Wake Up
Before we can begin to address our research findings and define next
generation ECM, we must assess where we’ve come and where we are
going. Over the past decade, the dream state of enterprise content
management has long been a centralized platform to manage all
information in the enterprise. This goal has proven to be shortsighted with
many challenges. John Mancini had this to say:
“We’ve tended to assume in the world of “ECM” that you need to buy a full
suite of content capabilities as a platform, even if you only needed some
portion of those capabilities in a particular process. It seems like “ECM”
has become a combination of layer after layer of new features and
capabilities tied to the most complex challenges—regardless of whether
all of these capabilities are actually needed to solve a particular business
problem.”3
This all or nothing approach to content management has left gaps
in meeting all of the organization’s information management needs.
Presently, twenty-two percent of the AIIM community considers their ECM
project to be stalled, and often, businesses are littered with data silos.
(Fifty-percent of those polled have three or more ECM/DM/RM systems,
and 22% have five or more).2

“[Next Gen Info Mgmt] is about the ability
to disaggregate content capabilities... to
consume content management by the drink
rather than the gallon”

Figure 1: To what extent do you agree or disagree
with the following statements?1
0%
Applicaons are far more
important than ECM

20%

7%
11%

11%

We exist in a mul-repository world and that’s
not going to change

13%

10%

The kinds of content management capabilies
we need vary wildly depending on the process 2%
we are considering

16%

We want soluons with a clear cloud strategy

4% 6%

We would prefer to pick and choose what we
need for a parcular problem rather than buy
everything

3% 7%

Next generation information management, including Content Services,
refers to the movement away from a monolithic view of ECM and the
need for users to buy everything in order to get some subset of content
capabilities. In John’s words, “it is all about the ability to disaggregate
content capabilities and for users to be able to buy and consume
content management capabilities by the drink rather than by the gallon.”3

Strongly disagree
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35%

100%

24%

50%

3%

23%

41%

13%

32%
49%

28%
11%

80%

20%

39%

23%

49%

Neither agree nor disagree

30%
Agree

Strongly Agree

There is also strong desire for a straightforward cloud strategy, a common
refrain for 62% who want a simple, understandable SaaS roadmap. Thirtyeight percent believe that discrete content management applications
should not supersede a higher level ECM strategy. Judging from these
Not at all
understood
results, though end users appear
eager to adopt emergingLacking
technology,
11%
understandingECM
will their values and priorities remain firmly rooted in the traditional
33%
certainties? We willWell
see—now
understood onto the research.
by my organizaon
12%

Neutral
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60%

31%

Core content management capabilies will
increasingly be embedded automacally rather 5%
than conducted by a separate ECM system

5%

40%

17%
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ECM – The Latest Internet Death Hoax?

We exist in a mul-repository world and that’s
not going to change

5%

11%

11%

13%
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41%

Well understood
by my organizaon
12%

100%

32%

Is it time to lay ECM to rest, or is it still kicking? This was the first order of questions
determine
49% the future of next
20% generation
information management. To begin, we wanted to know how identifiable the
concept
term ECM
level—roughly,
how
many
%
%
We want soluons
with a clearand
cloud strategy
4% 6% is at the
28%organizational39
23
people would show up to ECM’s funeral.

he kinds of content management capabilies
wedepending
asked on
the
to
we need vary wildly
the AIIM
processcommunity
2%
16%
13%help
we are considering

is that ECM is a niche concern; it matters to records managers, but the rest of
the organization is on a steep learning curve. When we asked respondents to
sum up their personal feelings about the fluctuating relevance of ECM, 19%
personally view ECM as the industry flag bearer, and 18% personally feel ECM’s
Neutral
star is falling.
17%
So, as a term, is ECM dead?—probably not, but it may be slinking into antiquity,
no longer enjoying the celebrity status in information management
circles it
Somewhat
understood
once demanded.
28%

We would prefer to pick and choose what we
%
eed for a parcular
than buy 3% 7to
Weproblem
askedrather
respondents
everything

%
11% how well ECM
49% is understood by
30their
rate
respective
organizations. Thirty-three percent of poll takers reported a lack of understanding,
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree
and 11% said there was no understanding of ECM at all. Forty percent describe
ECM as being somewhat to well understood by their organization as a whole.
(Figure 2)

Figure 2: How well is the term “ECM” understood by your organization?1
Not at all
understood
11%

Lacking
understanding
33%

Well understood
by my organizaon
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Figure 3: Is ECM “dead?”1
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Is even the stalwart ECM label losing relevance, or perhaps, ECM never had the
recognition and community
mandate
At60%
first glance, this
0%
10%
20% some
30% have
40%claimed?
50%
seems to be a logical conclusion: how can less than half vouch for ECM at the
ECM is evolving: ECM remains a
useful
bannerto unite end-users,
organizational
level, and yet a group just as large confess to having limited or no
vendors, and thought leadership
understanding of ECM at all. The truth is that ECM is not some tightly woven fabric
Who cares about semancs: organizaons
of all types
will always
need
to manage
that
holds
this
industry together immutably, its threads are yanked and stretched,
their informaon; that maers more
than any ,specific
fit-to-order
andterm
is thought of in a much looser or stricter sense depending
ECM isn’t dead,
butwho
it is in you
need of
a rethink
on
talk
with. For some, ECM bleeds into a backdrop of IT, in other
pockets of the industry ECM is a stranger, and Document Management (DM)
Alive and well: ECM is enterprise informaon
is the
preferred
term. But the most likely case for the majority of organizations
and content
management
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and content management

Our next question asked our respondents point blank: Is ECM, as a term,
concept, and icon of the information management space now defunct?
What we found is that 51% believe ECM isn’t dying, but evolving, adapting to
20% (e.g., intelligent
40%
60%
80%
new burgeoning technologies 0%
and strategies
metadata,
cloud
services, and blockchain). In addition, half believe that ECM is—although not
Content is Informaon: praccal,
the industry flag—a
banner to unite end users, vendors, and thought
funconal,useful
and strategic
leadership. In this sense, much in the same way one would prefer to maintain
Content is Experience: purposeful,
their sameuseful,
celland
phone
outcomenumber
oriented when upgrading to a new model, there is a
power in familiarity and a practical motivation to maintain the term ECM—
Content is an important source of customer data
despite
over itscustomer
relevance, a sizable amount of people know ECM’s
that
we needdisputes
in all our applicaons
data that we need in all our applicaons
“phone
number” already. (Figure 3)
Content is toohalf
ambiguous
to define
Pragmatically,
of the
respondents added their support for the following
opinion: “who cares about semantics; organizations of all types will always
Noneinformation;
of these
need to manage their
that matters more than any specific term.”
In essence, stop wasting time over what it’s called, and get on with the job of
managing information.

ECM is a once-useful domain that’s outlived
its usefulness and no longer describes the
full scope of these projects

page
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Neutral
17%

Somewhat
understood

On the outer rim of the curve, 22% lend their full support of the ECM
28%brand and
agree that ECM is alive and well, while 25% are also sceptical of ECM’s death, but
believe that ECM is in need of a rethink. Finally, 7% add weight to the view that
ECM is a once-useful domain 0%
that’s outlived
its
usefulness
no longer
10%
20%
30% and40%
50% describes
60%
the full scope of these projects. The takeaway is a split community, unready to pay
ECM is evolving: ECM remains a
our respects
to ECM
yet, but unsure of what kind of future ECM has, or should
useful bannerto
unitejust
end-users,
vendors, and thought leadership
have, moving forward.
Who cares about semancs: organizaons
of all types will always need to manage
their informaon; that maers more
than any specific term

What is Content in 2017?

ECM isn’t dead, but it is in need of a rethink

AliveInand
well: ECM
is enterprise
order
to define
nextinformaon
generation
and content management

information management and what Gartner
calls Content Services, we must first determine what content is—or isn’t.

ECM is a once-useful domain that’s outlived
its
usefulness
longer describes the
We
askedand
thenocommunity:
how
full scope of these projects

do you define content? Seventy-five percent of
respondents said that content is information: practical, functional, and strategic.
Content is experience: purposeful, useful, and outcome oriented for 38%, and
content is an important source of customer data for 32%. To avoid the temptation
to choose all of the above, we limited respondents to a single choice. (Figure 4)
Figure 4: How do you define content?1
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20%
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60%

80%

Content is Informaon: praccal,
funconal, and strategic

that the way we think about content has changed - from a perspective of
unchangeable records or captured files, to something defined by its value as
applied to content driven enterprise processes and digital business; is strategy
the industry zeitgeist of the day?
Moreover, the question also tears open doubts about the relationship of
information and data. As analytic solutions become more available and the
blockchain upheavals go head-to-head with traditional enterprise, there is a
need for strategies to separate and cleanly divide the boundaries for what
constitutes unstructured content with data. While this requires further investigation,
expect to see clarification of the relationship of content vs. data as critical to
next generation information management solutions and strategies.
Figure 5: How would you best describe your organization’s early experience with
Content Services, or steps you have taken to investigate next generation ECM?1

Full steam ahead; we are fully commi ed to
embracing next generaon technology and
the content services model.
On standby; we are curious and invesgang
new possibilies, but are unwilling to take
the plungebefore tesng the waters

4%
23%

8%

Not enough bandwidth; Content Services
and related capabilies are encing, but our
a enon and resources are dedicated elsewhere
Isn’t Content Services just ECM 2.0: details are
scarce and the difference between tradional
ECM and Content Services is not clear

Content is Experience: purposeful,
useful, and outcome oriented

8%

18%
21%

Never heard of it; Content Services is not on
the radar
Our exisng ECM technology, road maps, and
thought leadership serves our needs and we
will connue on this path

Content is an important source of customer data
that we need in all our applicaons customer
data that we need in all our applicaons

Not applicable

Content is too ambiguous to define
None of these

For the majority, content is information, and tightly intertwined with business
strategy. Today, more than ever, content and information assets are treated
like currency, a valuable enterprise resource that requires strategic investment,
management, and application. Applying this definition of content to ECM,
whether or not ECM is living or dead has everything to do with whether or not
the solutions under an ECM umbrella are deemed effective and in line with
our strategies. Time and time again, strategy is king for end user decision
makers. When we link content to strategic information, this may suggest
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19%

Gartner struck first with their Content Services framework, so it is important
to benchmark organizations initial reactions and decisions. When we asked
0% 5% 10% with
15% Content
20% 25% Services,
30% 35% 40%
45% 50%
respondents to relay their early experiences
we found
Advanced integraon
that 23% of organizations
say ofthey are full speed ahead with the Content
systems and content
Services model. Many of these early adopters are in step with Gartner’s brand
Intelligent Metadata
of next generation information management, and others may be hoping to
Easy connecvity to our
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by being
out ahead with Content Services, providing that,
other business
systems
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andfavor
data of Content Services.
in the end, the chips
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in
security protecons
Mul-repository soluon/
Of course, this
is aRepository-neutral
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Our exisng ECM technology, road maps, and
thought leadership serves our needs and we
will connue on this path

19%

Not applicable

time being. Twenty-one percent describe being on standby or curious, but
testing product and strategy possibilities before taking the plunge. Nineteen
percent are intrigued by the Content Services framework, but don’t have
the bandwidth—lacking both attention and resources. Eighteen-percent
express trouble differentiating between Content Services and traditional
ECM, and complain that further information is scarce. Eight percent have
no awareness of what Content Services is. (Figure 5)
Notably, a lot of this apprehension will change when suppliers join the fray
with Content Services oriented solutions and products to help sell the story.
In addition, 39% of respondents predict that Content Services will prove
somewhat to extremely useful in explaining content management issues. So
while the initial market reaction seems lethargic, it’s quite possible that when
suppliers and associations begin to connect messaging to real business
terms, as well as make appeals to the bottom line, this weariness will be
lifted.

What Capabilities Do
Organizations Need?
Another key component to defining the next generation of information
management are the features and capabilities end users feel are most
critical for the future product line of information management technologies
and solutions. Here are the results for top functional requirements for a
content management system:

n

47% - Advanced integration of systems

n

38% - Intelligent metadata

n

36% - Easy connectivity to our other
business systems

n

33% - Privacy and data security
protection

n

24% - Cost effective tools to assist with
regulatory compliance. (Figure 6)

In a separate question, we asked how important it is to have simple,
secure, and scalable enterprise applications which mirror the usability
of technology in your personal life, and 47% of respondents answered
extremely important.

7
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Figure 6: Which of the following describe your top functional requirements for a
content management solution? (MAX Three)1
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What Does the Future Hold?
We’ve outlined some of the seismic changes going on around the industry,
debated the mortality of ECM, defined content according to the AIIM
community, and looked over key capabilities shaping the future, but where are
More towards
organizations and endoutsourcing
users going next?
4%

When More
we asked
organizations to best describe their
ECM/DM/RM
strategy going
More
towards
towards
a hybrid of
forward,on-premise
this is what we found:

n
n
n

15%

cloud and on-

premise
21% will continue to build a best-of-breed multi-vendor
solution.
51%

16% have no strategy.
14% will keep with investing in their current enterprise-wide-single
vendor suite.

Next, we asked our poll takers how they viewed their delivery/deployment
methods for content management in the next two years, and we learned that
31% of respondents plan to do more with cloud, and more than half will move
More towards
towards
a hybrid of cloud and on premise. (Figure 7)
cloud 31%
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How does your organization measure up to these results? Is this surprising or
expected? What is your organization’s next move, and do you agree?
Figure 7: How do you view your delivery/deployment methods for content
management within the next two years?1
More towards
outsourcing
4%
More towards
on-premise
15%

More towards
a hybrid of
cloud and onpremise
51%

As expected, our survey revealed different perspectives and varying degrees
of maturity within the AIIM community, yet most agree that the ECM business
model is evolving from monolithic, proprietary software stacks to more agile
services composed of content management components that are easy to
deploy – on the cloud or on premises - and simple to license.
While that’s enough for the analysts to try to replace ECM with another moniker,
let’s not forget that ECM is also a set of best practices – learned over a
generation – about how to capture, activate, analyse and govern the most
important source of knowledge in the organization.
Once exclusively the realm of records managers and mailroom clerks, content
has steadily insinuated itself into all departments and every aspect of the
business. Today, with easy cloud-based repositories and handy mobile capture
and case management applications, anyone in the organization can become
a content worker. This democratization of content demands a recognition of the
strategic value of content to an organization.
Call the industry what you wish – and with no clear winner so far, the name
game looks like it will continue – but there is a clear recognition that internally,
content is the ongoing conversation between subject matter experts, essential
to the growth and efficiency of the organization, and externally, content coming
from partners and customers is where the clues are hidden to understanding
customer sentiment.

More towards
cloud 31%

Closing Thoughts
To summarize, let’s go over some of the key points that have risen to the top as
integral factors to defining next generation information management:
1) We live in a multi-repository world.

If nothing else, ECM taught the world that it’s the strategy, not the products, that
underpin a successful content program. For this reason, “ECM” remains a useful
term to describe the practice of treating content as information, of guarding
and protecting it through a certified chain of custody, and putting it to work on
behalf of the organization. In this way, ECM lives on!

2) Integrated systems, and in equal parts simple, committed cloud
strategy, is critical.
3) ECM isn’t dead, but it is evolving.
4) Semantics aside, the focus needs to be on the task at hand:
managing information to overcome information chaos.
5) Content is strategic and useful to drive business processes.
6) Advanced integration and intelligent metadata are top functions
shaping the future, along with cost effective tools to mitigate data
security and regulatory compliance risk.
7) Content management solutions will be delivered increasingly from
the cloud—we need to be prepared.
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Appendix 2: General Comments
Respondents were able to provide open-ended comments about digital
transformation. Here are a select few that represent the general:
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n

We see content services as a part of our core business, but
we are still working on the strategy to deploy it.

n

All of this is wrapped in a simple, unified user experience
that people will adopt.

n

It’s here and in use already - not next generation

n

I agree with the desire to rebrand away from a seemingly
dated term, but “content services” feels too understated.

n

Very few organizations that are large enough to implement
an ‘enterprise’ solution are also young enough to do so
with a blank slate. Until there are standards and common
practices, the industry will remain fragmented and will not
be in the position to truly define itself because the market
will push for specialization before standardization... “Fix MY
problem first”

n

I strongly support retaining the ECM nomenclature - the
term “next general ECM” is acceptable; dropping ECM
for content services is an unnecessary exercise and a
distraction - focus on terms and semantics people already
understand and use
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